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Wolf Black Attack
Black Attack go 1 and 1 on final weekend heading into playdowns

The Black Attack started the weekend
successfully with a big win against the London
Hawks on Saturday.  After a scoreless first,
Connor Olsen got the Wolves on the board
after receiving a nice pass from Owen Fenton.
Aidan Brady was quick to put the Wolves up by
2 with the set up going to Colton Tucker and
Stephen Cresswell.  Spencer Bartels made a
glorious glove save in the middle of the period
to keep the Black Attack up by 2.  The Wolves
would go ahead by 3 before the end of the
second period when Tucker banged home a
loose puck with assists going to Brady and
Aaron Jeffrey.  The play turned sloppy in the 3rd

but the Wolves still managed to notch another
4 goals.  Owen Fenton scored his first of 2
early in the third after some nice passing from
Colin Kim and David Parker. Fenton notched his second goal on a nice shot after a clear feed from Parker.
Brady then got his second of the game when he beat the Hawks goalie high after receiving a nice pass from
Matt Buck with a second assist to Cresswell.  Parker got his first of the game in the last minute with another
assist going to Cresswell, his 3rd of the game for a 7-0 victory.
It was a quick turnaround for the Wolves with a Sunday morning game in London versus the Nationals.  The
Nationals came out flying in the first, but were foiled on some great early opportunities by Matthew Fazzari’s
left pad and glove.  The Nationals got on the board first off of a rebound on a 2 on 1.  The Wolves were able
to tie the score in the 2nd when David Parker fired a twine seeking missile into the top right corner of the net.
The Nationals would net the winner midway through the third on a wicked one timer top shelf on the power
play.  The Wolves fate was sealed with a late empty net goal for a 3-1 loss.

PLAYER PROFILE:  #2 Dawson Fielding
Dawson Fielding wears jersey #2 for the Black Attack and is known to
his mates as Mighty Mouse.  You only need to watch his play to know
how Dawson earned his nickname. Dawson has no fear and toughs it
out in the corner and in front of the net with players double his size!
He’ll step in front of any shot to block it!  Dawson’s favourite NHL player
is Phil Kessel and its clear the way he speeds down the wing and snaps
his quick wrist shot, he’s been taking notes on Phil!  Dawson gives
credit for his toughness to a steady pre-game meal of Sheppard’s pie
followed by chocolate ice cream.

Dawson is a grade 6 student at Mary
Johnston Public School where he loves
gym.  When not on the ice, Dawson loves
to race RC cars, fish and motocross.
Congratulations on two great games this
weekend Dawson!

SCOREBOARD

Waterloo 7

London Hawks 0

Waterloo 1

London Nationals 3


